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Letter from the

President
ICES

Mission Statement
The mission of the
International Cake Exploration
Societé (ICES) is to preserve,
advance and encourage
exploration of the sugar arts.
ICES promotes and provides
opportunities for continuing
education, development
of future sugar artists, and
enjoyment of the art form
in a caring and sharing
environment.

Dear ICES Members:
While I know there are a lot of special days in February, when I think of
this month, I immediately think of Valentine’s Day. Most celebrate it by
giving chocolates, gifts, cards, roses or doing something special for the ones
they love. I am sure many of you are making Valentine’s cakes. One thing
that is not limited is that you can express your love to anyone – your partner,
children, siblings, and friends. It makes me think about all the love I have
seen in ICES – at Convention, Days of Sharing, cake shows and even on
Facebook. Some of my ICES friends that I love is based on a friendship
formed when we only saw each other once or twice a year and a few phone
calls (yes, we did make and keep international friends before the computer
and internet was so readily available).
As you read this, the Board of Directors, Show Directors, Representatives
and Alternates, and other concerned members are making plans to leave
for the Midyear meeting. If you have any ideas or concerns that you think
would improve our organization or increase our membership, we would love
to hear from you. You can contact your representative or any of the board
members. This is also the time for you to consider running for the Board.
We really need members with all types of skills to lead our organization.
Hope you are all making plans to attend the 2014 ICES Convention and
Show in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Thanks to all of you that are trying to help me find my piping bag.
However, it seems I’ve lost it again. Be sure to scan the newsletter to find
it for me again.
Sincerely,

Kathy Scott
President, ICES
4
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Upcoming Events and Happenings
March 16, 2014 – TN ICES. Please join us for our
Spring Day of Sharing on Sunday, March 16, 2014.
We would like to invite you to spend the weekend
with us, as we start off with a Mexican Pot Luck
dinner on Friday night, March 14. We are excited
about our change of venue; we will now be meeting
at the Comfort Suites in Lebanon, Tennessee. There
will be classes Saturday and Monday, and our
speaker for our Sunday Day of Sharing will be
Sidney Galpern of Simi Cakes and Confections.
Please contact Cindy Zoesch at 615-773-7853, or
cindyzoesch@comcast.net for further information.
March 29-30, 2014 – VA ICES. The National
Capital Area Cake Show (NCACS) will be held at
Fairfax High School in Fairfax, VA sponsored by
Virginia Chapter of ICES. We have divisions for
every skill level. Wedding Cake competition
"Broadway" is the Theme – Teen Challenge on
Saturday. Hands on Classes by World-Class Sugar
Artists, workshops for both adults and children.
Cupcake Challenge on Saturday night. Vendors
galore (over 40) all anxious to show you their
new products for 2014.Over $25,000 in prizes to
be awarded. For more information go to
www.cakeshow.org
May 2 - 5, 2014 – San Antonio, TX, Frosting
Creators; Weekend of Sharing. Classes and
demonstrations by Wayne Steinkopf, Ruth Rickey,
Sidney Galpern, Sylvia Wilson, and Sharon
Zambito. "Hooray for Hollywood" theme Cake
Competition. Contact Suzy Zimmermann,
frostingcreatorspres@gmail.com.

Visa Letter of Invitation
If you are an International member planning to attend the
2014 Albuquerque, NM ICES Convention your request
for a Visa invitation letter must be received by May 1,
2014. Requests must be sent to Gloria Griffin, by either
email at gjgriffin@rogers.com (please write “International
Letter” in the subject line) or by mail at 2305 South
Millway, Apt. 306, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L5L
3P8. Please include your full name as it appears on your
passport, your complete address with zip/postal code and
your email address, if you have one.

...and Caring

ICES is saddened at the passing of a dear friend and fellow
cake decorator, Virginia Stadnik on December 4, 2013. She
was a charter ICES member and former Georgia representative.
Condolences may be sent to her family at 5919 Bertcliff Drive,
Columbus, GA, 31909-2902.
Rhoda Sheridan’s mother, Margaret Rita (Morse) Bertozzi,
passed away December 7, 2013. Sympathy cards may be sent
to Rhoda’s home at 206 NE Blair St, Sheridan, OR 97378.

Corrections

We apologize for an oversight in the December newsletter. In
the Black Forest Cupcake article, we did not specify when to add
the suger. The recipe should be as stated below:
*In a sauce pan add the cherries and sugar and cook on medium
heat for 10-12 minutes. The cherries will begin to release their
natural juices.
A correction to the October 2013 newsletter, "The Magic of
ICES" article. It was incorrectly stated that Mary Jo Dowling
was appointed by the Board of Directors as the ICES Roving
Reporter. We apologize for printing incorrect information..

Find the Missing Piping Bag
Kathy Scott, our ICES President, lost her magic
piping bag and she needs your help to find it. The
piping bag is located somewhere on the pages
of this issue of the ICES Newsletter. If you find
it, please go to the ICES website (ices.org) and
sign in (Member Login) and complete the “I Found
It” form. Make sure you tell us exactly where you
found the missing piping bag. The deadline to
enter for the February drawing is February 28th.
Twenty-five participants will be randomly selected
to receive the new Magic of ICES pin. You can
only enter once per month.
In addition, if you would like to purchase your
very own Magic of ICES Pin, please contact
Helen Osteen, ICES Membership Coordinator at
icesmembership@gmail.com. The cost to purchase
a pin is $6, including shipping in the US and
Canada. International members will pay
$9.00 that includes shipping outside the US and
Canada. S/A/P/C/C Representatives
may contact Helen for information
concerning bulk purchases.
February 2014 / ICES Newsletter
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Valentine’s Sugar
Cookies

Susan Carberry, Marietta, CA

R

olled fondant and royal icing will be the main
components needed to complete your cookies.
Fondant can be attached to the cookie, either using
water or piping gel with a decorator brush. My preferred
method is using the water. When using silicone molds,
press the fondant into each cavity of the mold and then
freeze for a few minutes. Remove fondant and let the
items come back to room temperature before coloring.
Attach using water.

Supplies:
• Rolling Pin
• Cornstarch Puff
• Pizza Cutter
• Small Tracing Wheel
• Veining Tool
• Various Paint Brushes
Specialty Supplies for each cookie will be given individually.

Blooming Hearts Topiary

Supplies: Blooming Hearts Topiary Tree Cookie Cutter,
Small Hearts Mold (Susan Carberry Designs), Double
Diamond Embosser, Assorted Roses Mold, Bow Mold
(New York Cake), Floral Texture Sheet Set (Autumn
Carpenter), Leaf plunger cutters (PME), Fern and
Dusty Pink Elite Colors and Pink Sterling Pearl (The
Sugar Art), Clay Extruder (Makins), White and Red
Fondant (Satin Ice).

Directions: Roll out white fondant and texture using the
Double Diamond Embosser. Use the Blooming Hearts
Topiary Tree Cookie Cutter to cut out the shape of the
pot. Attach to the cookie. Roll out red fondant and
emboss using the rose floral texture sheet. Use the cookie
cutter to cut the basic heart shapes and use a small tracing
wheel to freehand cut the pointed lower portion of each
heart, attach. Place a flat cord of white fondant between
each of the hearts and texture by using a veining tool
6
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to create random vertical lines. Place a cord of fondant
on the top and bottom of the plant pot, using the Rope
attachment and the clay extruder. Make two small bows
and two roses using the silicone molds, dry dust them,
along with the cords on the plant pot using Dusty Pink
and then Pink Sterling Pearl on top. Using Fern Elite
color and water, paint in between the hearts and a few
sets of leaves. Dry dust the remaining areas using Pink
Sterling Pearl. Attach heart, bows, roses and leaves.

Chocolate Dipped Strawberry

Supplies: Strawberry Cookie Cutter (Susan Carberry
Designs), Bright White Gel Paste (Americolor), Fern Elite
Color and Claret Sterling Pearl (The Sugar Art). Red,
Ivory, White, and Chocolate Fondant (Satin Ice).

Directions: Roll out red fondant, cut with strawberry
cookie cutter and use the small tracing wheel to cut off
the stem and leaves on top and the lower portion of the
strawberry. Roll out chocolate fondant, cut with the cutter
and place over the bottom portion of the cookie. You will
see a line where the red fondant is below the chocolate,
mark that line, remove the chocolate fondant, cut and place
back on the cookie. The chocolate and the red should be
right next to each other and not overlapping. Use a veining
tool to make marks in the red portion of the strawberry,
then dry dust the same area using Claret Sterling Pearl.
For the seeds, paint a small dot using the bright white gel
color. Roll out a cord of ivory fondant and attach to the
chocolate portion of the cookie. Cut the stem and leaves
using the cookie cutter. Cut each piece separately and
attach so that they overlap. Paint the stem and leaves using
water and Fern Elite color.

Curved Heart

Supplies: Curved Heart Cookie Cutter (Susan Carberry
Designs), Blossom Flower, Marguerite Flower and Heart
plunger cutters (PME), pink sugar pearls, Pink Sterling
Pearl (The Sugar Art), white royal icing with tip #2.

Directions: Cut out heart shape using white fondant and
the Curved Heart Cookie Cutter. Cut and attach flowers
using the plunger cutters and red fondant. Add white
hearts to the centers of the larger flowers. Pipe scroll
designs using the white royal icing and let dry. Dust the
entire cookie using the Pink Pearl. Add pink sugar pearls
(attach with royal icing).

(Continued on the next page)
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(Continued from previous page)

Conversation Hearts

Supplies: Triple Heart Cookie Cutter (Susan Carberry
Designs), Alphabet Set ( Jem), Red Shimmer Airbrush
Color (Lucks), Peach, Pastel Green, and Pastel Yellow
Fondant (Satin Ice).

Directions: Starting with the bottom heart, cut out each
heart section using the Triple Heart Cookie Cutter. Use
a small tracing wheel to freehand cut the curved areas
between the hearts. Use the alphabet set to emboss your
text onto each heart. Paint using a fine brush and the Red
Shimmer Airbrush Color.

Candy Cup

Supplies: Candy Cup Cookie Cutter (Susan Carberry
Designs), small metal alphabet cutters, Small Heart
Cutter (Makins), Red Shimmer Airbrush Color (Lucks),
Chocolate Jimmies, Dusty Pink Elite Color and Pink
Sterling Pearl (The Sugar Art), Chocolate, White, and
Red Fondant (Satin Ice), piping gel.
Directions: Lighten some of the chocolate fondant by
kneading in some of the white. It should be lighter than
the jimmies that you are using. Roll out and cut using
the cookie cutter. Use the small tracing wheel to cut
where shown in photo. Add a swirled cord of fondant in
the center. Roll out red fondant and cut using cutter. Be
sure to have the red go up on each side of the chocolate
candy as shown in photo. Use a veining tool to create the
candy cup grooves, paint with Red Shimmer Air Brush
color. Cut out words and heart, dry dust with dusty pink
and then pink pearl, attach. Use piping gel to attach the
jimmies to the top of the chocolate candy.

8
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Ice Cream Cone

Supplies: Ice Cream Cone Cookie Cutter (Susan Carberry
Designs), Waffle impression mat (New York Cake), brown
royal icing (tip # 2), white royal icing (tip #7), Small red
heart edible confetti, White, Pastel Yellow, and Chocolate
Fondant, Dark Chocolate Elite color, Pink Sterling Pearl
(The Sugar Art), Clay Extruder (Makins), edible confetti
heart shapes.

Directions: Roll out yellow fondant and texture using the
waffle impression mat. Cut with the cookie cutter, cut off
the top portion leaving the cone and attach to the cookie.
Use the small round attachments and the clay extruder
to make two cords and attach as shown. Roll out a thick
cord of white and light chocolate fondant. Twist the two
together, place in a zigzag position and then roll out. Cut
with cutter and place on the top portion of the cookie.
Dry dust the yellow area lightly with Dark Chocolate Elite
Color and dust the top portion with the Pink Pearl. Pipe
the writing with the brown royal and the melting ice cream
with the white royal. Dust the white royal (allow to dry
first) with the Pink Pearl and attach the confetti hearts.

You’re the Bomb!

Supplies: Christmas Ornament Cookie Cutter, small
heart plunger cutters (PME), Alphabet Set ( Jem), Red
Shimmer Airbrush Color (Lucks), Red, Black, Yellow,
White Fondant, Black Gel Color (Americolor), Pink
Sterling Pearl (The Sugar Art).

Directions: Cut red fondant with cookie cutter and
attach to the cookie. Use a veining tool to draw a curved
line at the top of the bomb. Use the alphabet set to
emboss the lettering. Roll a cord of black for the fuse,
twist and attach. Add a small teardrop of yellow to
the end and paint the tip and the bomb with the Red
Shimmer Airbrush Color. Cut out white hearts and dust
with Pink Pearl, attach. Paint the letters using Black Gel
Color and a fine brush.

(Continued on the next page)
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(Continued from previous page)

Bustier

Supplies: Bustier Cookie Cutter (Susan Carberry
Designs), Floral Texture Sheet Set (Autumn Carpenter),
Stitching Wheel (PME), Assorted Roses Mold, Bow
Mold (New York Cake), white royal icing (tip #2), Edible
confetti hearts, Dusty Pink Elite Color and Pink Sterling
Pearl (The Sugar Art), White and Red Fondant (Satin Ice),
Clay extruder (Makins).
Directions: Roll out white fondant and cut with cookie
cutter. Cut off the top portion as shown. Use the stitching
wheel and the extruder to create the boning. Use the wide
end of the veining tool to press into the bottom portion of
the fondant to create the ruffled look. Roll out two small
ovals of fondant and place on top portion of the bustier.
Flatten slightly. Roll out white fondant, texture using
one of the floral texture sheets, cut with cutter and tracing
wheel and attach. Add a cord of fondant up the center and
where the textured fondant meets the smooth fondant.
Make a bow and rose using the silicone molds. Pipe the
lace down the front using the royal icing, let dry. Dry dust
the cording and lace with Dusty Pink Elite Color and dry
bush everything using the Pink Pearl. Add sugar hearts,
bow and rose. Dust these with Pink Pearl also.

Flying Heart

Supplies: Flying Heart Cookie Cutter (Susan Carberry
Designs), Denim Blue Sterling Pearl (The Sugar Art),
Black Gel Color (Americolor), White and Red fondant
(Satin Ice).

Directions: Roll out red and cut out the heart section
using the cookie cutter. Use the small tracing wheel
to cut off the winged portion. Attach. Roll out white
fondant a bit thicker than the red. Cut out the wing
sections and attach. Using a veining tool create a second
set of feathers by creating ridges as shown. Vein the
outer feathers also. Dry dust with Denim Blue Pearl and
outline and paint the wording using a small brush and
the Black Gel Color.

10
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Bananas for You!

Supplies: Corn Cobb Cookie Cutter (Susan Carberry
Designs), small and large heart shaped edible confetti,
brown royal icing (tip #2), Fern and Dark Chocolate
Elite Color, Sweet Corn Sterling Pearl, Ball Tool, small
embroidery scissors, White, Yellow, and Chocolate
Fondant (Satin Ice).

Directions: Roll out white fondant and cut with cookie
cutter. Cut the bottom portion into a “V” shape and
attach. Use a veining tool to draw vertical and horizontal
lines, roll out yellow and cut one side of the banana peel
as shown. Roll out yellow again and cut the other side.
Attach the second piece overlapping the first. Pinch the
edges of the banana peel in the middle area only. Use a
veining tool to draw lines down the peel. Dry dust the
top and the bottom of the banana with Dark Chocolate.
Add a bit of Fern to the banana peel portion and Sweet
Corn to the white part of the banana. Slightly flatten a
ball of chocolate for the monkeys head. Make two small
teardrops and press in the center with a small ball tool.
Make a small opening on each side of the head and insert
the pointed part of the ear. Eyes = a small oval of white,
small dot of dark chocolate and tiny dot of white on top.
Lighten some chocolate fondant by adding white fondant
to it for the hair and mouth. Place a kidney-shaped piece
on the lower portion of the face and use a veining tool
to create the mouth. Place a small teardrop on top of the
head with the point side up and use small scissors to cut
hair. Pipe writing with brown royal and attach the hearts
with a dot of royal also.

(Continued on page 18)
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145th Salon of Culinary Art

M. Anthony Pena, New York, NY

T

he inspiration for this cake was cherubs and the
French Baroque style. I made this for the 2013
145th Salon of Culinary Art. It won first place
in the wedding cake competition and the Gold Medal of
Honor of the Société Culinaire Philanthropique.
To get started on this cake, I covered all of my dummies
with fondant, marking them as needed while the fondant
was still pliable enough to accept the marks. There are
many ways to mark your cakes, use the one that works best
for you. If you are good at piping "by eye" you may not
need to do more than pin pokes at the top of each scallop.
If you need additional guidance, then it may be best to
trace the entire line you intend to pipe. I covered my
board with fondant and set it aside to dry.
Once my pieces had dried sufficiently (so that I could
handle them without leaving marks), I attached the bottom
tier to the board and applied a pearl border.
On the bottom tier, following my marks, I piped the
lattice work with a PME tip # 1.5. The scalloped edge was
piped first with a tip #3, then overpiped with a tip #2 and
overpiped again with a tip #1. For the overpiping you need
a steady hand because you are piping each layer exactly on
top of the previous one; be sure to set up your work space
so that you have plenty of elbow room. It helps to pipe a
bit of each design on
a practice surface until
you get it right, then
work on what will be
your finished dummy.
It may also help if you
have a tilting turntable
which will allow you
some additional "finger
room" because the
cake can be tilted away
from you. (Note: The
royal icing that I used
for stringwork was
made with fresh egg
whites, lemon juice,
confectioner’s sugar
[sifted twice]). Avoid
working with royal
icing in humid weather.
ICES Newsletter / February 2014
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The scallop pattern was enhanced with gumpaste pieces
made using a filigree mold from CelCakes. Each piece was
molded and then dried over a curved support. Once dry,
these were glued in place using royal icing. I attached the
next tier to the bottom tier and added the pearl border.
The next tier uses molded pieces. I made some medallions
- enough to go all the way around the cake. I measured
my medallion piece, and wrote down that number. I then
multiplied the diameter of my cake times 3.14 (if your
dummy is a 10", the equation is 10" x 3.14 = 31.4" ). Then,
I divided the result by the length of the medallion. Since
my medallion was 3 inches long, using the result for a
10" cake of 31.4", I needed 10 medallions with a little
allowance for space between the medallions. Since I knew
I needed 10 medallions, I knew that I would need 10
flowers with 5 petals each, or 50 individual filligree pieces.
I also needed 10 cherub broach pieces to use as the centers
of the flowers. I painted the cherub broach pieces with
some gold dust mixed with vodka and allowed them to dry.
When my filligree petals were dry, I made and glued the

medallions to the side of the cake. I glued the petals to the
medallions with royal icing and let it set up; then glued the
cherubs in the centers of the flowers.
The next tier is 8" high and has scalloped drop strings,
molded pieces, pearls and Australian extension work
around the entire cake. On this tier I started with the
decoration at the top of the cake and worked my way
down. This way, if I dropped any of the pieces that I was
applying or a drop string snapped, it would fall harmlessly
down the side of the cake. If I already have all that
extension work on there, it would take out a whole section.
I started by making the drop strings following my marked
points or lines.
I then made the molded pieces that would stand out
from the side of the cake and let them dry over curved
supports. When they were dry I made the filligree petals
to go behind the shaped mold. I glued them in place on
the side of the cake with royal icing and then attached the
curved molds over the top of them. I made my scrolls
using a mold from Decorate the Cake. (You can make
your scrolls using the mold of your choice. I then applied
them to the cake. I painted the scrolls with gold dust
mixed with vodka, being careful not to get any gold on the
surface of the cake. The four frames on the scrolls were
also made from a mold from Decorate the Cake. I glued
them in place with royal icing. I attached this tier to the
bottom two that were already on the board and added
the pearl border.
The bridges were piped with a PME tip # 1.5. To make
the bridges, I piped the first line following my marks. I
piped the next line directly on top of that first line so it
began to stand out from the side of the cake. I allowed
those two lines to dry. I then came back and piped another
two lines and let them dry. I piped two or three additional
lines so that it formed a shelf at a right angle to the cake.
When all this had dried, I thinned some of the royal icing
and flooded the top of the bridges so that the surface
appeared smooth and even and none of the individual
piping lines showed through. I let this dry. I then piped
the string work with a PME tip # 00. Yes, it is tiny, yes
the strings are very fragile, but it looked so good when I
finally finished, I was glad I used the small tip. To pipe
my strings, I began piping, attaching the string to the cake,
while squeezing the piping bag, I pulled the string straight
out from the cake. When the string was long enough,
I brought the tip down and attached the string to the
bridge. Strings should be piped close enough together
that there is not room to pipe another string in between.

When I finished with the strings and they were dried,
I piped a small decorative border over the top where they
attach to the cake.
The next tier used scroll pieces from various molds.
I made them and attached them to the cake to form a
pleasing pattern. I painted these with gold dust mixed
with vodka. When they were dry, I placed the tier on
top of the stack, glued it in place with royal icing and
attached the pearl border.
The next tier used techniques that had already been done
in other places on the cake, but also added a new technique
– Oriental stringwork. The stringwork at the top of the tier
looks like an inverted scallop, and it is. Instead of drawing
an arc upwards with my tip and piping bag, I inverted the
whole tier and piped drop strings. When I turned it right
side up again it created that lovely arc effect. I made my
fleur de lis from a mold, applied it to the cake and painted
it gold. I then let this dry.
The next step was to pipe the Oriental stringwork. This
was piped using a tip #0. It started out with a small pearl
being attached to the cake with royal icing at each scallop
point. Drop strings were then piped from that pearl
downwards and allowed to dry. I inverted the tier again
and piped some additional drop strings. I let that dry and
turned the cake right-side up again. I repeated this for
several layers, attaching a new pearl between each layer. As
you can see, the effect is lacy, delicate and ethereal. Once
(Continued on page 19)
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Convention Cakes
Lexington, KY 2013

a
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Romantic Cakes
1.

Cheryl Borowski,
Easley, SC
Design was inspired by the
brides dress on the topper.
Multi-layered fondant ruffles
with simple sash border was
inspired by the bottom of
figurines dress. The middle
hexagon tier has double pleated
swags and petite ribbon roses to
simulate the back of the gown
of the figurine.

2.

Christine Clarke,
Cincinnati, OH
This rose bouquet cake topper
features gumpaste roses and
rose buds. The rose leaves and
other foliage are gumpaste, and
the filler flowers are fondant.
Ribbon loops were also used.

3.

Diane Gibbs, Elkridge, MD
All flowers were made of
gumpaste. Flowers used
were roses, peonies, clematis,
fuchsias, hydrangeas, rose buds
and stephanotis. The vase is
fondant covered. The doily
on the board is fondant
cutwork pieces with royal
icing beading connecting
the pieces to resemble a
crocheted doily.

c
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Convention Cakes
Lexington, KY 2013

Romantic Cakes
1.

Lorena Hernandez, Romeoville, IL
The three-tiered CMSA Certification
cake was covered with pink fondant.
Tips #32, 16, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, were used
to pipe the Lambeth technique.
Fondant swags were painted with
pearl dust, the top of the cake was
finished with oriental string work,
gumpaste orchids and leaves.

2.

Nancy Collard, Traverse City, MI
All elements of this life-size
suitcase are hand-modeled using
photos as a guide for the vintage
luggage hardware. Argyle sock
and paisley tie are fondant.
Houndstooth strap is airbrushed.
Orchid boutonniere is gumpaste.
Dayplanner is 100% edible, made of
rice cereal treats coated in chocolate
then covered in fondant; pages are
rice paper printed with food coloring.

3.

Maj Sanders, Ilkley, UK
Five different roses: Austin Rose,
Snow White, Winchester Cathedral,
Paris Rose, and Alabaster. Lily of the
Valley and Myrtle Flowers made in
Cold Porcelain for ease of travel.

4.

Melanie Judge, Land O Lakes, FL
Cake topped with royal icing
collars. Top tier: Oriental stringwork;
middle tier: gumpaste bow; bottom
tier: bridge extension work and
piped embellishments.

5.

16

Rebecca Stewart, Sycamore, IL
This three-tier fondant covered oval
cake with a gumpaste fan topper
is decorated with fondant lace,
pearls, and a cameo. A bow loop
mold and scalloped cutter were
used to produce the blades of the
fan and it is accented with a molded
button and gumpaste rose.
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BEE Mine!

Supplies: Bumble Bee Cookie Cutter (Susan Carberry
Designs), small heart cookie cutter, pink royal icing
(tip #3), Dusty Pink Elite Color, Orange Sterling
Pearl, Midnight, and Vivid Yellow Disco Dust (The
Sugar Art), small embroidery scissors, White, Yellow,
Black and Red Fondant.

Directions: Cut out a red heart, pipe the words using
the pink royal icing and let dry. Roll out yellow fondant,
cut and remove the wings. Roll out white fondant and
replace the wings. Use a veining tool to draw a line up
the center of each wing and curved lines from the center
out. Roll out black fondant, cut strips and attach. Add
black balls of fondant to the ends of the antennas. Place
an oval of white and then an oval of black with a dot of
white on the head for an eye. Roll a small ball of yellow
fondant and place over the top portion of the white to
create the eyelid. Pinch one side of a small cord of black
fondant and place above the eye with the pinched end
out. Use small scissors to cut eyelashes. Repeat for the
other eye. Place a teardrop of black fondant with the
point down below the eyes for the nose. Create nostrils
by pressing the small end of the veining tool into the top
portion twice. Mouth: roll a small cord of yellow and
pinch both ends so they are pointed. Attach and use the
veining tool to make the opening. Dry dust the mouth
and the cheeks with Dusty Rose Elite Color. Dry dust
the edges of the wings using the Orange Sterling Pearl.
Dab the black lines with wet Midnight Disco Dust and
the edges of the wings, eyelashes and antennas with Vivid
Yellow. Note: Disco dusts are not toxic but not considered
a food item. Use at your own risk. Alternative: yellow and
black edible glitter.
Chocolate Drop

Supplies: Chocolate Drop Cookie Cutter (Susan
Carberry Designs), Red Shimmer Airbrush Color
(Lucks), Script Tappits (FMM), Dark Chocolate Elite
Color (The Sugar Art), Pastel Pink, Chocolate, Red,
and White Fondant (Satin Ice).

Directions: Roll out chocolate fondant and cut with
cutter. Attach to the cookie. Roll pink fondant into strips
and let dry for a few minutes. Then cut out the desired
letters and attach. Roll out red fondant and cut with the
cutter. Using the small tracing wheel cut out the center
area and attach. Add two uneven cords on both sides of
the lettering. Pinch and use a veining tool to create ridges
in the foil. Paint with red shimmer airbrush color. Add
a strip of white fondant and paint XOXO using Dark
Chocolate Elite Color, water and a small brush.
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(Continued from page 13)

all of the work on this tier had dried, I attached it to the other cakes and added
the pearl border.
For the top tier, I used scrolls made from various molds, glued them to the cake
with royal icing and painted them with gold dust and vodka. I used the filigree
mold to make enough petals to go around the circumference of the cake and
dried them over a curved surface. I then attached them to the top edge of the
cake with royal icing. I placed that tier on top of the cake, glued it in place with
royal icing and added the pearl border.
I made the topper from gumpaste which was dried in bowls or half-round molds.
I covered it with molded scrolls and filligree pieces, glued it together with royal
icing and painted it all with gold dust mixed with vodka. Finally, I made the
cherub (you can either make it by hand or use a mold). I added it to my topper,
glued it in place and painted it. When it was dry, I glued the topper in place on
the top of the cake.
Finally, I added the over piping to the board and finished with some more
molded scroll work painted gold.

To Certify or Not to Certify that is the question….

Vicky L Harlen, CMSA, Abbeville, SC

I believe some of you out there are thinking about taking the Certification Test, but like most decorators, including
myself, you are just a little insecure about your talents. I know I certainly was. Over the years, especially starting
out I worried that what I did might not be good enough. You know the questions that run through your mind when
a customer comes to pick up their cake. “Are they going to like it?”, “Is it what they envisioned?”, and the big one –
“Will the bride love it?” I must have asked those questions a few thousand times.
When ICES developed the Certification Program I decided to prove to myself that what my teachers and customers
said, that “I am good and a talented decorator”, was true. I thought “what was the worst that could happen” –
I wouldn’t certify at all or I could become a CSA or maybe, just maybe I could attain the CMSA level. But I knew if
I didn’t try I would never know and would always wonder.
Will you get more money? Probably not, at least not yet, perhaps one day the industry will recognize the value of
Certification. Will you impress your customers? Yes, if you explain what the title means. Will you feel a sense of accomplishment, pride and have a tremendous amount of confidence in yourself? Most definitely YES! No matter what
the outcome, you should be proud of yourself. Attaining your CMSA means you are at the top of your game. If you
attain your CSA, you have proved that you know what you are doing. Even if you fail you should be proud in the fact
that you are one of less than one percent who even tried.
I have heard that some who have attained their CSA are disappointed. That saddens me greatly, they worked hard to
accomplish that and maybe they had a bad day, we all do. You can always re-test, whether you attained your CSA
or failed, and in my opinion you have a better chance than the first time because you know what to expect and where
you had issues before.
If you have been thinking about testing or re-testing, look on the ICES website under programs to find the Certification
Candidate Guidelines, they will give you all the information you need to find out if you have the skills to take the test.
Then ask yourself these questions: Are you proficient in the skills that are required? Are you entering and winning cake
shows at a Professional level? Are you ready to commit to spending time practicing? If you answered yes to all of
these questions you may be ready.
The deadline for applying for the 2014 Test in Albuquerque, NM is March 1, 2014. I hope to see some of you there!
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2014 New Mexico ICES Convention and Show
Albuquerque, NM
July 31 – August 3, 2014
Around the World in 80 Cakes
The Century Club
The Century Club tradition will continue in 2014 as a
complement to our Sugar Art Gallery. Century Club prizes
serve as both an incentive and a show of
appreciation to those who, in the ICES spirit of
“Caring and Sharing”, bring their displays of sugar
art for the show’s cake gallery. Everyone from the
beginning decorator to the professional is encouraged to
bring as many sugar art displays as they wish and can transport. Share something innovative or tried
and true. The cake gallery is always spectacular – thanks to
the endless talents of ICES members!
Every sugar art display on a 6” board or larger that has not
been displayed at an ICES Convention in the past is eligible
to win one of the many gifts that the Century Club Committee has collected. Displays of more than one tier are entitled
to one ticket for each 6” or larger tier. Cakes consisting of
more than two layers of the same size and decorated as one
cake will receive only one ticket. If there is a question about
the number of tiers in a display eligible for a Century Club
ticket, the decision of the Century Club Chairman will be
final. The more displays you bring, the more chances you
will have to win a prize.
All instructors, demonstrators and certification
candidates need to make sure they register their display

Show Directors
Adam Starkey and Ted Scutti
directors@ices14.org
Adam: 415.637.7432, Ted: 602.300.2625
pieces to ensure they receive their Century Club tickets.
If you would like to donate a gift or volunteer your
services to help with the Century Club, contact Tami Jones by
e-mail at tamicakes@cox.net. Century Club
donations may be sent to Tami Jones, 3808 Pinto Place,
Spring Valley, CA 91977.
Important Dates to Remember
April 1: Online Registration for the New Mexico
Convention and Show begins. Visit www.ices.org
and click on “Annual Convention.” You will be able
to register for convention, demonstrations, tours, and your hotel all at one time. Please do not contact the Hyatt to make
your hotel reservations, as they will
direct you back to ICES convention registration.
June 1: “Early Bird” Registration Deadline. This is the last day
to get the “Early Bird” rates.

Meet the New Board Member: Fran Wheat (VA)
I’ve had the pleasure of being an ICES member for 38 years and with the Lexington, KY
Show have now attended 35 ICES Convention & Shows. I have been on the ICES board
twice; in 1991 was ICES President and then held the position of ICES Vice-President 20062008. In addition, I was co-director of the 2004 ICES Convention & Show. Over the years,
I’ve had the honor to serve ICES in many capacities including being a Representative, Alternate
Representative, and Representative Moderator, a Committee Chairman on various conventions
and most recently have been the first official ICES Show Advisor for 4 consecutive conventions.
I was humbled when presented the Wilbur Brand Award in 1996 for service to ICES. After
nearly 40 years, I sold my cake and candy supply business and am now somewhat retired.
I did teach cake decorating and candy making for many years and judged numerous cake
shows. Due to my association with ICES, I was able to bring many sought after teachers into
my shop in the Northern VA area to share the magic of sugar. For the past 6 years, I’ve been one of the co-directors
with the National Capital Area Cake Show held annually in Northern VA.
I’m looking forward to my new term on the board as I serve you, our membership and act as chairman of the Convention
Committee and sit as a committee member on the following committees – Awards, Ethics, Representatives and Social Media.
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June 30: Last Day for Online Registration for the New
Mexico Convention and Show including discounted rates
for the Hyatt hotel. Visit www.ices.org.
July 11: Last Day to pre-register Cakes for the Sugar Art
Gallery. Visit the show web site (www.icesconvention.org)
for more details.
July 31: New Mexico ICES Convention and Show
begins. Join us as we travel “Around the World in
Eighty Cakes”.
Tour Information
It’s a new year and we can hardly wait to see everyone at this
year’s Convention and Show in Albuquerque, NM. As you
make your travel plans to attend the Convention and Show, we
wanted to give you a sneak peek at some of the great things
to do in and around Albuquerque that will fit any budget.
If you choose to spend the day in Albuquerque, there are
activities to fit any lifestyle. The adventurous can take a hiking
trip atop the Sandia Peak and enjoy 360-degree views of the
city or visit the area by a thirty-minute tram ride. Those looking
to explore the historic southwest can take a taxi or local bus
to Old Town Albuquerque, situated near the Rio Grande and
enjoy shopping, museums, and restaurants.
For those interested in art and jewelry, we will be offering a
day trip to Santa Fe, located less than 1 hour away. Aside
from being the state capital, Santa Fe is well known as a
center for arts that reflect the multicultural character of the city. It
has been designated as a UNESCO Creative City in Design,
Crafts and Folk Art. The city and the surrounding areas have
a high concentration of artists, performers, and musicians that
have come over the decades to capture the natural beauty of
the local landscape, the flora and the fauna.
For the truly adventurous, we will be providing local contacts
to arrange your very own hot-air balloon ride. Albuquerque
is the hot-air balloon capital of the world and plays host to the
International Balloon Fiesta annually in October, and attracts
hundreds of thousands of spectators and hundreds of balloons
and pilots. If you’ve always wanted to ride in the sky, you’ll
have your chance daily while in Albuquerque. (Most flights
depart before dawn.) If you would prefer to enjoy the beauty
of the balloon flight while keeping your feet on the ground,
just glance skyward each morning and you’re bound to
see several.
For specific details on the tour options, please check the ICES
Convention Website (www.icesconvention.org). No matter
your personal interests, you’ll find something exciting to do in
Albuquerque during your visit!
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ICES Next Rising Star

Maureen Lawson, Mechanicsville, MD

If you attended Cake Camp last summer in Las Vegas, you
may have seen Jason Everett walking through the vendor
room or taking classes with Peggy Tucker. Jason is ICES next
rising star. He is ten years old and resides in Temecula, CA.
He is currently a fifth grader at Ysabel Barnett Elementary
School. Jason is a Cub Scout and loves to go camping, but
his true passion is cake decorating. He is definitely not shy
about trying what some may refer to as “more advanced
techniques” such as working with isomalt and icing sheets.
Jason has been decorating cakes for four years. He
became interested while working the cash register at The
Cake Cottage (Susan Carberry’s store), and by working
on little things with his mom Giget Davis, Susan Carberry,
and Mimi, his grandmother.
He recently gave an isomalt lollipop demonstration at a San
Diego Cake Club meeting where he is a junior member. It
was very well received by all of the attendees. They were
asking him questions while he was demonstrating and Jason
never got rattled. He just kept on going. His only rehearsal
for the demo was in the car on the way to San Diego. He is
an excellent speaker and does a lot of presentations in his
class at school. When Jason was preparing for his demonstration in San Diego, he knew ahead of time that he had
to practice. He called Icing Images and Cake Play to get his
supplies. He also asked them if they would send samples
“so that he could hand them out at the end of his demo so
that everyone could go home and make suckers too.” If
you would like to view the video of his demonstration go to
http://www.icingimages.com/edible-image-videos.
When Jason isn’t working with isomalt he likes to decorate
cakes using rolled buttercream, modeling chocolate,
fondant, and icing sheets. However, his favorite techniques
right now are working with isomalt and his new Sweet
Accents Machine from Icing Images. He openly admits that
it's “his new favorite cake toy”. He also has an edible ink
printer that he uses to print edible pictures and “stuff like
that for cakes”.
He’s been working with isomalt for a little over a year, and
isn’t shy about giving Peggy Tucker the credit. “My isomalt
teacher is world famous sugar artist Peggy Tucker.” Jason
uses isomalt whenever his mom lets him get it out. “I have a
little brother so I have to be careful. But I always play with
isomalt when Peggy Tucker is in town. I love it.”
Jason has very ambitious plans for his future. He would
like to have his very own cake store by the time he is 14 or
15. He plans to call it “Jason’s Sugar Shack”. Although he
would like to go to pastry school, he’s not sure where just
yet. He wants to work by himself and travel around the
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world teaching. “I love it when Susan Carberry travels to
all kinds of places and brings me home cool key chains. I
wanna do that too.”
Jason has taken classes from Peggy Tucker and Susan
Carberry. He has learned a lot from Susan. She works with
Jason at her store. “My mom also takes classes I want to
learn and then teaches them to me.” He would like to take
classes from James Rosselle and learn how to make flowers.
Jason has won three first place trophies and an Honorable
Mention the past two years at the San Diego Confections for
a Cause Show. “Next year I am going for best of show in
the Kids area.”
Jason really enjoyed Cake Camp this past July. He walked
the vendor room all by himself, and made some great
friends. He wants to send out a special thanks to Cal Java,
Choco Pan, and Chef Rubber for making him feel special.
He really enjoyed it when he was treated as an adult and
not brushed off as a little child. He is also very loyal about
his products--when he finds a brand he loves he sticks with
them. Some of his favorite products are Satin Ice, Cake
Play, Icing Images, Icing Genious from Cal Java, and Choco
Pan. Right now he is wishing for his very own Kitchenaid™
mixer. He has been faithfully buying raffle tickets at the San
Diego Cake Club and puts all his tickets in a box. Jason is
very thankful to everyone for helping him to see his goals
become a reality and for the opportunities he is being given.
(If you know of a “Rising Star” and would like to tell me
their story, please contact me via email Lawson.maureen@
gmail.com.)
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Heart Shaped Cookies

Cap Prachyl, ICES Charter Member, Abilene, TX

This design can be used for cakes or cookies. When I had my bakery we had some Valentine cookies left over so we
decorated some like animals. We had to make more because people really liked them. After that I taught a class on
Valentine cookies.
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Newsletter Advertising Policy

Ads for the newsletter must be received by the 25th of the month, two months
preceding issue month (Sept. 25 for Nov. issue). All ads are payable in advance before
publication. Make checks payable to ICES. Ads (except classified) must be submitted
digitally (as e-mail attachments or on CD; see instructions below) unless otherwise
approved by the Newsletter Editor. All ads received later than the posted deadline are
subject to a $100 late fee and will be accepted only at the discretion of the Newsletter
Editor. Any ad requiring typesetting or an unusual amount of layout or cleanup time
may be billed for those services. E-mail your ad to ICESNewsletterEditor@gmail.com.
Ad prices are subject to change without notice.
Classified Advertising is $5.75 per typed line (Times New Roman, size 12), black and
white only. Current ad rates and sizes (width x length) are as follows:
Page Size			
Black and White
Color
1
/6 page (3½" x 3")			
$ 90		
$175
¼ page (3½" x 4¾")			
$136		
$238
Horizontal ½ page (7¼" x 4¾")		
$243		
$423
Vertical ½ page (3½" x 10")		
$243		
$423
Full page (7¼" x 10")			
$441		
$767
If you commit to one full year of ads (11 issues), you will be charged only for 10 ads. If
you commit to six months of ads, you will receive one ad free (published in 7 issues). If
you pay for the full-year commitment or a one-half year commitment in advance, you
will receive an additional 10% discount. Please note that Classified Ads are excluded
from this offer.
To submit ads digitally, please send the ad attached to e-mail. Preferred ad format is
.pdf, .eps or .tiff. Please do not send Mac files with Quark or InDesign extensions. Be sure
that all artwork is flattened and where appropriate, fonts are converted to outlines. All
artwork must be set at 100% size and 300 dpi. If you have any questions regarding file
submission, please contact the Newsletter Editor at ICESNewsletterEditor@gmail.com.
For ads with photos or grayscale, scan photos or grayscale art in grayscale at 350 dpi
and save in .tiff or .pdf format. Position photos and compose text in layout program
(either typeset text or scan as line art and position in layout program; do not scan text
as grayscale). Include any nonstandard fonts used. Please fax a copy of the ad to the
editor for comparison of original and digital versions.
For ads with text and line art only, lay out and scan the entire ad as line art at 600 dpi
and save in .tiff or .pdf format. Fax a copy of the ad to the editor for comparison of
original and digital versions. Verify fax receipt with email.

Publication Information
The ICES (USPS 020031) newsletter is published monthly (except in September) by the
International Cake Exploration Societé at 2502 Esther Ave., Pasadena, TX 77502-3239.
Periodicals postage paid at Pasadena and additional mailing offices.
POSTMASTER, PLEASE SEND ADDRESS CHANGES TO: ICES Membership
Coordinator, 2502 Esther Ave, Pasadena, TX 77502-3239.
Prices and terms of membership are subject to change without notice.
The ICES Newsletter is published to keep members informed about cake decorating
and relevant issues. Members are encouraged to share hints, recipes, patterns and/or
photographs. Regular US membership dues are $60 per year or $156 for three years; Gold
Key and student US membership dues are $50 per year (US membership dues include
$28.38 per year for your subscription to the ICES newsletter); regular international
membership dues are $75 per year or $201 for three years; Gold Key and student
international dues are $65 per year (dues include $71.03 per year for your subscription
to the ICES newsletter); Associate membership dues are $25 per year, and Charter
membership (joined before 09/1977) dues are $20 per year. Dues must be paid in U.S.
funds. Membership is open to any man, woman or child who is interested in the art of
cake decorating.
Copyright © 2014 The International Cake Exploration Societé. All rights reserved.
Reproduction in whole or in part is prohibited without the prior written consent of the
ICES Board of Directors.

Upcoming Conventions
To help you arrange your calendar, the dates and locations
for upcoming ICES Conventions are listed below. You are
invited to plan to spend extra time touring these beautiful areas.

July 31-August 3, 2014—Albuquerque, NM
July 23-26, 2015—Omaha, NE
August 4-7, 2016—Mobile, AL
August 1-5, 2018—Cincinnati, OH
July 18-21, 2019—Little Rock, AR

Contact Information

Checks for any purpose must be in U.S. funds and drawn on a U.S. bank.
Address changes, label corrections and renewal membership dues: ICES
Membership, Helen Osteen, 2502 Esther Ave, Pasadena, Texas 77502-3239; phone
713-204-3218; fax 877-261-8560 email icesmembership@ices.org.
New Member Dues and Membership Questions:
ICES Membership, Helen Osteen, 2502 Esther Ave, Pasadena, Texas 77502-3239;
phone 713-204-3218; fax 877-261-8560 email icesmembership@ices.org.
Newsletter Back Issues: Back issues are available for sale while quantities last. Please
indicate which issues you are ordering. Back issue prices are $5 each in the U.S. Outside
the U.S., back issues are $7.50 for the first issue, plus $7 for each additional issue mailed
to the same address. To order back issues, mail check or money order (payable to ICES)
to Helen Osteen, 2502 Esther Ave, Pasadena, Texas 77502-3239. US funds only.
Newsletter Ads: ICES Newsletter Editor, Jennifer McShane, email
ICESNewsletterEditor@gmail.com. Ads must be received by the 25th of the month,
two months preceding issue month.
Membership Brochures and Banners for Publicity: Ann Marie Haase, 1 Pineview Dr.,
Guilderland, NY 12084, phone (518) 456-4554, email icespub@gmail.com
2014 Show Directors, Albuquerque, NM: Adam Starkey and Ted Scutti,
387 N. 2nd Avenue, Unit 1G, Phoenix, AZ 85003. Adam’s phone: 415.637.7432,
Ted’s phone: 602.300.2625 or email: directors@ices14.org

Newsletter Contact Information
ICES Founder: Betty Jo Steinman
P. O. Box 5661, DePere, WI 54115-5661
email: bettyjosteinman@gmail.com.
ICES Newsletter Editor: Jennifer McShane
email: ICESNewsletterEditor@gmail.com
ICES Membership Coordinator: Helen Osteen
2502 Esther Ave, Pasadena, TX 77502
phone: 713-204-3218; fax: 877-261-8560
email: icesmembership@ices.org

Midyear Meetings
To help you arrange your calendar, the dates and locations
for upcoming ICES Midyear Meetings are listed below.

2014
2015
2017
2018

Omaha, NE, March 6 – 9, 2014
Mobile, AL, March 5 – 8, 2015
Cincinnati, OH, February 22-26, 2017
Little Rock, AR, March 8-11, 2018

Motion Recap from Board of Directors
Special Meeting – December 3, 2013
Motion #1: Representative Committee moves to approve
the ICES Representative Moderator Contract, form date
December 2013. Passed.
Motion #2: Representative Committee moves to approve
the ICES Representative Secretary Contract, form date
December 2013. Passed.
Motion #3: Certification Committee moves to approve the
revised Certification Test Administrator Contract, form date
December 2013. Passed.
Motion #4: Certification Committee moves to approve the
revised Certification Test Adjudicator Contract, form date
December 2013. Passed.
Meeting adjourned at 9:16pm EST.
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Executive Committee
Kathy Scott, ICES President
558 Hwy 20
Abbeville, SC 29620
Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 218
Abbeville, SC 29620
P ~ (864) 446-3137; C ~ (864) 378-6983
Email: sweetexpress@wctel.net
Beth Lee Spinner, Chairman of the Board
12 Timber Trail
Columbia, CT 06237-1418
P ~ (860) 228-8595; C ~ (860) 617-3989
Email: iceschair@gmail.com
Personal Email: blspinner@gmail.com
Regina Bankston, Vice President
237 Richmond Rd
Huntsville, AL 35811
C ~ (703) 401-9135
Email: jbankston@cox.net
MI, MS, NC, TN
Sharon Briggs, Recording Secretary
938 S Alamo Rd, Unit 21
Alamo, TX 78516
C ~ (956) 279-7434
Email: brighos@att.net
Carley King, Corresponding Secretary
7811 Linwood Ave
Dallas, TX 75209
C ~ (214) 802-0988
Email: carleyking@sbcglobal.net
GA, LA, NJ, VA
B. Keith Ryder , Treasurer
3405 Radnor Pl
Falls Church, VA 22042-4122
P ~ (703) 538-6222
Email: bkeith@bcakes.com
Email: sugarteacher@gmail.com

2013 – 2014

ICES Board of Directors

Trevor Burroughs
7027 Clifton Knoll Ct
Alexandria, VA 22315
Ph (703) 921-5366
Email: tburroughs@cox.net
AL, CA, MT, NV

Candy Knappenberger
223 Rapsher Ln
Lehighton, PA 18235
P ~ (610) 377-7590; C ~ (610) 762-7071
Email: toodlez67@gmail.com
IA, KY, OK

Maureen Cleveland
7 Dyer Dr
Clifton Park, NY 12065-5002
P ~ (518) 877-5697; W ~ (518) 782-0095
Email: ccleve3192@aol.com
IL, KS, ND, WV

Maureen Lawson
25918 Chaffee Ct
Mechanicsville, MD 20659-2718
P ~ (301) 373-3405; C ~ (301) 904-0484
Email: lawson.maureen@gmail.com
Guam, PA, WA

Millie Green
4102 Madison Ave
Indianapolis, IN 46227
P ~ (317) 782-0660
Email: millie.icesbd@live.com
AK, HI, MN, OR

Chris Olson
5207 Rustic Way
McFarland, WI 53558
W ~ (608) 838-6028
C ~ (608) 217-5790
Email: chrissconf@charter.net
DC/DE/MD, NY

Gloria Griffin
2305 S Millway #306
Mississauga, Ontario L5L 3P8
P ~ (905) 607-1295
Email: gjgriffin@rogers.com
ALL Countries
Ann Marie Haase
1 Pineview Dr
Guilderland, NY 12084
P ~ (518) 456-4554
Email: icespub@gmail.com
FL, MA/ME/NH, MO, VT
Vicky Harlen
528 Hwy 20
Abbeville, SC 29620-4131
P ~ (864) 446-7838; C ~ (864) 941-7972
Email: cakegal@cakegallery.com
APO, AZ, TX, WI

Joshua Simpson
P. O. Box 864
Tupelo, MS 38802
C ~ (662) 419-0765
Fax ~ (662) 718-5560
Email: southerntwists@yahoo.com
ID, OH, US Virgin Islands
Fran Wheat
3917 Pineland St
Fairfax, VA 22031
C ~ (703)-201-4441; F ~ (703) 978-0192
Email: frandonwheat@cox.net
CT/RI, IN, NM
Debbie Woodruff
1731 Bonds Mill Rd
Lawrenceburg, KY 40342
P ~ (502) 839-7025; C ~ (502) 600-7025
Email: debbiewoodruff7@gmail.com
CO/WY, PR, UT

2013-2014 Committee Chairmen
Awards (Hall of Fame, Scholarship)_ Chris Olson

Membership____________________ Joshua Simpson

Budget & Finance________________ Debbie Woodruff

Newsletter (Motion Recap) ________ Maureen Lawson

Bylaws ________________________ B. Keith Ryder

Nominations/Elections
( Job Descriptions) _______________ Millie Green

Certification ____________________ Vicky Harlen
Convention_____________________ Fran Wheat
Ethics _________________________ Beth Lee Spinner
International____________________ Gloria Griffin
Internet (Ways and Means)________ Regina Bankston
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Property & Records
Management (Historical) _________ Sharon Briggs
Publicity (Logo)_________________ Ann Marie Haase
Representatives (Chapters) ________ Carley King

Make your own fondant push
molds with ComposiMold-FC!

Remember, when you’re done casting in your mold, simply re-melt it to re-use it!

Just RE-MELT to RE-USE
®

Heat and Pour Mold Making Materials

(ComposiMold is certified food contact safe and CONFORMS TO ASTM D-4236.)

#903 Western Ave., Manchester, ME 04351, #888-281-2674 or visit: www.ComposiMold.com

Classified Ads

JEWELRY ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR CAKE
DECORATORS! We specialize in exclusive sterling
silver charms for sugar artists. Check our website for
new designs at OsteenJewelry.com or call 713-304-8555.

Visit our online store as we
continue to update it.
·

Many new silicone molds lace, broaches, jewels,
flowers & more.

·

Edible cake taxidermy kits

·

Need a custom made
mold?

·

Top quality molds
www.pohlmanscakes.com
Phone: 660-839-2231
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Members' Page

If you would like to submit photos for the Members' Page, please submit
them to the Newsletter Editor via email:
ICESNewsletterEditor@gmail.com
We make every effort to comply with copyright law and not reproduce
protected images without permission. Please do not submit images of
copyrighted materials for publication.

Mriyam Rasheeda,
Maldives
The zebra design cake
was butter cake with
buttercream icing and
covered with marshmallow
fondant. The feathers inside
the tumbler and on top of
the cupcakes were made
with gelatin.

Vanessa Villanueva
Bejarano, Lima, Peru

Osires Barbosa, Venezuela
Above: "Union in Pink" is a two-tier cake topped with
pink fondant and decorated with royal icing. Basic techniques are used with piped decoration, which combined
give us a beautiful and delicate effect!
"Union en Rosa" es un pastel de 2 pisos, cubierto con fondant
rosado y totalmente decorado con glase real. Se emplean
técnicas básicas de decoración con manga y boquillas, las
cuales combinadas nos brindan un efecto hermoso y delicado!
Right: This fun cake is decorated with two layers of fondant. The first layer is a soft orange color and is decorated
with small cupcakes on the edge. The second layer is white
and is placed on the cake imitating a tablecloth on a table
decorated with orange gum paste flowers. Three delicate
pastel cupcakes give the finishing touch to this creation!
Este divertido pastel, esta decorado con 2 capas de fondant. La
primera capa tiene un suave color naranja y esta decorado con
pequeños cupcakes en el borde. La segunda capa es blanca y está
puesta sobre el pastel imitando un mantel sobre una mesita,
decorado con flores naranjas realizadas en pastillaje. Y sobre el
pastel 3 delicados cupcakes son el toque final de esta creacion!
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This beautiful wedding cake
is a six tiered cake covered
with white fondant and
decorated with gumpaste
flowers, vertical ruffles and
a lovely SugarVeil™ crystal
lace. It has a huge bouquet
of flowers made of white
hibiscus, jasmines, peach
blossoms and petunias.
All of them were hand
made gumpaste flowers
dusted with petal dust.

